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Sushi Azabu 

"Basement Sushi Bar"

Located in the basement, Sushi Azabu is a high-end Japanese restaurant

that serves carefully prepared creations. The sushi is made with fresh fish

that is imported from Japan. The Komai variety of rice is used along with

Nikiri soy sauce that is prepared on-site. The floor of the venue is lined

with soft pebbles and bamboo. Traditional Japanese wallpaper is used for

the walls, completing the Japanese feel. The sushi is naturally a must try

here, though the miso soup is also worth relishing.

 +1 212 274 0428  www.sushi-azabu.com/  shotaro.takahashi@plando

see.com

 428 Greenwich Street,

Between Vestry Street and

Laight Street, New York NY
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SakaMai 

"The Upscale Sake Lounge"

A stylish and contemporary sake lounge, SakaMai is the ultimate hangout

place, for the neighbors of Lower East Side. Essentially a bar serving sake,

which is Japanese rice wine, it also has a wide variety of Japanese dishes.

Dimly-lit interiors and a fashionable decor, give this bar a modern, yet

cozy ambiance. Voted as the best Asian restaurant of Manhattan in 2013,

it serves authentic preparations like uni crostini, Shabu slider, Kanpchi,

branzino confit and oyster rice pot. Apart from sake, there is a decent

range of beverages for those who don't prefer to experiment with alcohol.

Call ahead for reservations, or visit their website for more information.

 +1 646 590 0684  sakamai.com/  info@sakamai.com  157 Ludlow Street, New York

NY
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Sushi Nakazawa 

"Fine Sushi Experience"

Sushi Nakazawa is a one-of-a kind sushi experience brought to New York

as a partnership between Chef Daisuke Nakazawa and Alessandro

Borgognone. Chef Nakazwa has been a student of sushi all his life, he

learnt his culinary skills under the leadership of Ono Jiro. 11 years after his

meticulous practice with, fish he opened Sushi Nakazawa in 2013, a place

that serves one of the finest and freshest sushi and other Japanese

culinary delights in New York and his Omakase (chef's choice of sushi) is

one of the best. The atmosphere at the restaurant is very relaxed with

comfortable leather chairs and soothing lights. With authentic ingredients,

a versatile sake collection and a refined sushi experience, Sushi

Nakazawa is bound to cast euphoria. Check website for additional details

on menu.

 +1 212 924 2212  www.sushinakazawa.com/new-york  23 Commerce Street, New York NY
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Dojo Sushi 

"Authentic Sushi"

Sushi Dojo not only serves authentic Japanese cuisine, but also educates

the diners about sushi and various kinds of fish to enhance their overall

experience. One of the stand-out features about this restaurant is that the

chef understands the diners palate, recommending food accordingly and

being open to feedback, thus making it an interactive experience. The

sommeliers are knowledgeable too and recommend sakes that go best

with the rest of the fare. The seating at the eatery is intimate, good for

groups and even for people dining alone as it's easy to strike up a

conversation. The omakase is a must-try. The food is slightly expensive,

but worth it.

 +1 646 692 9398  www.sushidojonyc.restaur

ant/

 info@sushidojonyc.restaur

ant

 110 1st Avenue, New York NY
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Cagen 

"Elegant Japanese Cuisine"

Chef Toshio Tomita, formerly of Nobu, brings his years of experience

running a Japanese restaurant to his own kitchen. Creativity, quality and

refinement combine to create a truly elegant dining experience at this

kappo ryori style restaurant. Watch the sushi master as he hand crafts the

delicate sushi dishes right in front of you. Dishes to try include the home-

made soba noodles, made with flour ground at the restaurant. The three-

course Omakase menu is the perfect way to sample a select variation of

specialities at USD45, while the Chef's Omakase is a true culinary journey,

perfect for sushi lovers willing to splurge a little at USD120. For

reservations, give them a call.

 +1 212 358 8800  cagenrestaurant.com  cagenrestaurant@gmail.co

m

 414 East 9th Street, New

York NY
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Kanoyama Restaurant 

"Contemporary Japanese Style & Cuisine"

As with many sushi restaurants in Manhattan, this popular East Village

spot does not accept reservations on Friday and Saturday nights. So take

a place in the line outside and start anticipating that first bite of traditional

Japanese entrées like sushi, sashimi and more. Kanoyama's T-shirts were

designed by the late pop artist Keith Haring, who was a regular here. A

small place with enormous fresh flowers and branches, Kanoyama's fresh

and contemporary atmosphere only adds to the experience.

 +1 212 777 5266  www.kanoyama.com/  kanoyamajapanese@gmail.

com

 175 2nd Avenue, New York

NY
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Koi 

"Modern Sushi in New York"

Located in the Bryant Park Hotel, Koi restaurant is a good place to go to

for sushi and delicious Japanese fare. Nicely done interiors with a white

lattice canopy gives the place a classy look. Koi concocts an amazing

range of sauces and attempts to blend the fiery and sweet flavors. Their

crispy rice with spicy tuna, dragon roll, poached halibut, steamed Chilean

sea bass, roasted shishito and coconut rice pudding are worth a try. The

varied mojitos and martinis set the mood in this trendy restaurant.

 +1 212 921 3330  koirestaurant.com/wp-

koi/new-york/

 KoiNY@koirestaurant.com  40 West 40th Street, Bryant

Park Hotel, New York NY
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Sushi Yasuda 

"Sushi beim Grand Central"

Das Gebiet rund um den Bahnhof Grand Central gilt seit langer Zeit als

gastronomische Wüste, doch das schicke Sushi-Restaurant arbeitet daran,

diesen schlechten Ruf aus der Welt zu schaffen. Leute aus der näheren

Umgebung und Pendler kommen wegen des ausgezeichneten Sushis und

der beruhigenden Atmosphäre scharenweise hierher. Die Einrichtung ist

elegant und makellos, jedoch minimalistisch. Zu den Stoßzeiten muss

man mit einer Wartezeit auf einen Tisch rechnen. Die Speisekarte bietet

frische, innovative Sushi-Gerichte sowie einige andere japanische

Köstlichkeiten. Die scharfen Tunfischrollen sind, wie der Name schon

sagt, höllisch scharf.

 +1 212 972 1001  www.sushiyasuda.com/  info@sushiyasuda.com  204 East 43rd Street, New

York NY
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Aburiya Kinnosuke 

"True Japanese Food"

Aburiya Kinnosuke doesn't generate hype because it isn't embellished as

nouvelle fusion cuisine. You'll find many items on the menu never seen in

other Japanese restaurants. The restaurant serves house-made tofu,

sashimi, rice, noodles and plenty of seafood, all with tastes and textures

unlike the cliches you're used to. They have grills where diners can cook

their meat as they please and their sake and shochu collection is modest.

The true test of its authenticity, however, is its patrons; their tables are

heaped with food and they leave with broad smiles. Aburiya Kinnosuke

must be doing something right.

 +1 212 867 5454  213 East 45th Street, New York NY
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Kuruma Zushi 

"Das hat Klasse!"

Der Koch im Kurumazushi bringt interessierten Gästen viele der

jahrhundertealten Künste der traditionellen Zubereitung von japanischem

Sushi und Sashimi bei. Über andere bekannte nipponesische Gerichte

lehrt er nichts, aber Sushi und Sashimi sind sowieso die einzigen Gerichte,

die das Restaurant anbietet. Hier ist jeder ein Experte, es ist offensichtlich,

dass das Kurumazushi die Besten angestellt hat, und also ist es auch

teuer. Aber man kann es auch so sehen - man zahlt nichts extra und kann

zusehen bei Sushi 101 und Sashimi 102.

 +1 212 317 2802  www.kurumazushi.com/  7 East 47th Street, 2nd Floor, New York

NY
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Nobu Fifty Seven 

"Sushi & Style"

Nobu Fifty Seven is another feather in chef Nobu Matsuhisa'a hat. This

Japanese resto-bar serves the usual suspects as at other Nobus - which

are sashimi salad, black cod with miso, toro tartare, green tea ice cream,

sushi, sake, and martinis. The standard is undoubtedly elite and there's no

dearth of celebrity sightings. The conspicuous sake barrels, wood panels,

hibachi table, and bar give a trendy look to the place, though the high

decibels can be annoying at times. Fantastically fresh sushi and sashimi is

available.

 +1 212 757 3000  noburestaurants.com/fifty-

seven

 fiftyseven@noburestaurant

s.com

 40 West 57th Street, New

York NY
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Masa 

"A Sushi Temple"

Located in the Time Warner Centre at New York City’s Columbus Circle,

Masa is a perfect choice for sushi lovers. With no fixed menu to offer to its

guests, the owner and the head Chef Masayoshi Takayama decides on

every single dish served here. These dishes are prepared using the

freshest local ingredients and fish mostly sourced from Japan. To add on,

this restaurant holds a spot in the prestigious Michelin guide and is also

known to be one of the most expensive restaurants in the world. With its

elegant wooden interiors and impeccable service this place offers an

incredible dining experience to its patrons. Reservations in advance are

mandatory as they accept a limited number of guests.

 +1 212 823 9800  masanyc.com  reservation@masanyc.com  10 Columbus Circle, 4th

Floor, Time Warner Center,

New York NY
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Bar Masa 

"Sushi In Style"

Bar Masa keeps up the exacting standards of its nearby sister restaurant,

Masa. The sushi here is some of the best you'll find in New York. Some of

their other delectable dishes include black truffles baked with oyster,

fresh, melting sashimi and toro tartare with caviar. Chef Masa is known for

serving the freshest catch in the traditional Japanese way. There is also a

flawlessly selected sake list to choose from. A visit to Bar Masa may be

pricey but the quality and the impeccable service make it perfect for a

special occasion.

 +1 212 823 9800  www.barmasanyc.com/  info@masanyc.com  10 Columbus Circle, 4th

Floor, Time Warner Center,

New York NY
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Sushi Seki 

"Top Notch Sushi"

This place has been a favorite among sushi lovers for years now, since it

was known as Sushi Hatsu. Mr. Hatsu has since returned to Japan, and

Mr. Seki, who used to work at the illustrious Sushi of Gari, has taken over.

Try asking for omakase that is, give Seki the authority to decide what to

serve you. Chances are you'll receive some of the best sushi you've ever

had. The restaurant also features regional selections of sake.

 +1 212 371 0238  www.sushiseki.com/  1143 1st Avenue, New York NY
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Sasabune 

"Authentic Sushi & Sashimi"

This Upper East Side sushi bar is not one of those places where pseudo or

watered down versions of sushi make their way to your plate. You get to

eat the real stuff here. The sign displayed at the entrance says "today's

special, trust me". And you will more than trust the chef for the delectable

fresh seafood. The Omakase menu changes daily but has some regular

favorites. The decor is minimalist, almost non-existent except for some

bamboo that serves as the only adornment. Sasabune is the place to be

for authentic sushi.

 +1 212 249 8583  sasabuneny.wordpress.co

m/

 sasabuneny@gmail.com  401 East 73rd Street, New

York NY
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Tanoshi Sushi Sake Bar 

"The Classic Sushi"

Sushi has quite captured the imagination of the average American, hence

the popularity of Japanese cuisine in the city. With a myriad of eclectic

combinations, there have been lots of twists added to the original flavor of

the cuisine, to suit the American palate, such that it is a rarity to find the

traditional preparation. Tanoshi Sushi and Sake Bar, however, endeavors

to fill in the void and provide the most delectable, authentically cooked

Japanese fare consisting of sashimi, sushi and other exotic seafood. Chef

Toshio is a master of his art and works up delightful flavors to challenge

the palate. The service is impeccable and the staff is friendly.

 +1 917 265 8254  www.tanoshisushinyc.com

/

 tanoshisushi1372@gmail.c

om

 1372 York Avenue, Between

73rd/74th Streets; East side

of the Avenue, New York NY
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